DATA SHEET

Your eyes into what changed and when

The Challenge
Your website is constantly changing. As part of a highly regulated and litigious industry, you need
to keep track of these changes to safeguard your business. You need a solution that archives all
updates to your website and provides you with an easy way to search for and produce records of
these updates.

The Solution
Web Archive is the premier solution for ensuring compliance with financial regulations. Be confident
in your ability to capture any and all changes to your website. Additionally, increase the efficiency
of your review teams with an easy-to-use UI and an archive that displays web pages as they are
rendered in your browser. With advanced search and side-by-side web page comparison, you can
quickly discover what has changed on your site and when.

Key Benefits
Meet regulatory requirements
and internal policies
Improve review effectiveness
Maintain accurate, historical
information
Save time with a simple
onboarding and user experience
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Key use cases
Meeting compliance obligations

Conduct e-discovery and internal investigations

Preserve your web content to satisfy
FINRA, SEC, FTC and additional regulatory
requirements. Close your compliance gaps
with the customizable capture of multiple
web properties, including Vimeo, Trulia
and more.

Find website data fast with powerful, granular
search capabilities. View content as it originally
appeared on websites with dynamic website
reconstruction. Additionally, easily see how
websites changed over time with advanced
side-by-side page comparison features.

Supervise and review website changes

Produce website records whenever and
wherever you need them

Streamline your review process with
purpose-built supervision workflows.
Mark pages as reviewed, flag pages with
violations for further review and add notes
to specific pages.

Easily export your archived data in multiple
formats, including PDF, JPG screenshots and text.

Provide proof of supervision with a full audit
trail of every action taken within the archive.
Reporting
Gain insight into your data with rich
reporting features.
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